https://skilltrails.gsapp.org

The GSAPP Skill Trails is an online, open platform that hosts tutorials and resources created by Columbia GSAPP Visual Studies
faculty who teach computational design, data analysis and visualization for architectural design, urban planning and urban design. The
2020 launch presents a landscape of courses which will grow over time to include courses in other programs across GSAPP. As of June
2020, we have included at least nine courses and eighteen trails which reinforce connections and collaborations across the Visual Studies
sequence.
Laura Kurgan, Professor of Architecture, Director of the Visual Studies Sequence,
Josh Uhl, Adjunct Associate Professor, and Coordinator of the Visual Studies Sequence.

Credits
The GSAPP Skill Trails is created, designed and developed by Dan Taeyoung
The previous version, the GSAPP Skill Tree, was created by Dan Taeyoung and Danil Nagy.

Tutorials by:
Bika Rebek
Carsten Rodin
Celeste Layne
Dan Taeyoung
Danil Nagy
Dare Brawley
Jia Zhang
Josh Uhl
Juan Francisco Saldarriaga
Luc Wilson
Violet Whitney
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I think maybe rhino? If you can learn Rhino super well, almost all of the other softwares will
make more sense, think of it as a kind of “big toolbox” vs. other softwares which have some
but not all of the same features
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Arc GIS, Grasshopper, 3ds Max
Learn how to create animated infographics

How to create a skill trail (interface) for project presentations
GHpython, Arc GIS, VR+AR
I would like to learn

Is BIM(Revit) a tool used at
GSAPP?

Rhino and Grasshopper

Visualization technique by Rhino, Photoshop, and AI

Autodesk Maya/ 3ds max
GIS
Grasshopper, python

More about Python coding itself, Kangaroo, other
applications in grasshopper platform

Data mining - R and
python

IoT, AR
Grasshopper
Rhino, Grasshopper

Grasshopper and 3ds Max
Workflow: 3ds Max/Unreal/VR+AR

Maya and maybe python...and more
efficient workflow

Visual Studies electives
available?

Can we have tools specifically for more experienced users?
(what kinds of tools? -Dan)
I mean more advance tutorials and sessions,etc. Or their contribution to the
existing tools
(Yes! We’ll be continuing to add more (as more instructors add their course
tutorials.. It would be helpful to know what specific tools/advanced material
you’re looking for - e.g. advanced GH, python, web development, revit,
dynamo, etc?)
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Can we get trail recos for our specific
programs? (Eg: AUD)

In case some of us cant make it this fall semester (COVID19+intl. student),
will we have access to resources e,g, software and others which are on
assigned comps on camp?
Working and communicating in a team with
different skill levels
is the adobe suite not part of visual studies / skill
trail?
Some of it is - Adobe After effects, etc
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Will we be able to access the softwares online before the fall

Can experienced/advanced users contribute semester begins so we can practice and try to gain a new skill
tutorials?( links from other soures they’ve used)ahead of time.
(YES - this will be a feature that I will be adding
Does GSAPP provide us with
in the coming weeks -Dan)

Rhino
6, rendering softwares and etc.
Will students who lack access to newer hardware be able to access all of the All these software are available on
relevant software? (and how)
the school’s computers

Effective ways of creating new visualization methods - like
spherical renderings / AR - VR
Hybrid physical-digital modeling
techniques

How skill trail help architecture and
urban design and what are programs
we should prepare before coming in
the fall?

Does the program offers Rhino, grassoppher course?
And what’s the name of the course. Thanks!
Yes! Start here:
https://skilltrails.gsapp.org/#/map/waypoint/rec6zXdA14
9D9Ob9d/getting-started-with-grasshopper
^- this is an introduction but there are other courses

Do you all recommend that we bring
our own computer as well, or not?

How should we go about learning windows based
programs on a mac (like grasshopper) should we use
Will they be slow if we use the computers
bootcamp?
studio? Remote Desktopping is being us
How long do we have access to the computers provided to us by
offices all over the city, so we anticipate t
GSAPP, and should we bring our own computer?
work well in this capacity.
Prototyping with wood.
Virtual Models and Textures

Is it recommended to stay on one trail at a time? Can you jump from trail to trail mid trail?
(It’s up to you! I’d recommend staying on one trail a bit, since they’re offered as sequences.. but feel free to jump around -Dan)

?

Are visual studies courses offered every
semester? Or is this mainly independent
learning
(Laura -Visual studies are offered every
semester -- there are about 12 courses a
semester!)

Should incoming students buy new computers
for the fall?

For Intro students - What can we learn in the
summer to get us prepared for the semester?

When will we have access to
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starts? (what about the stude
creating equirectangular dws or
who are taking online classes
How difficult are 3d axons to do ? They are very they won’t have access to the
easy to generate in Rhino - There is a tutorial in school’s computer )
the ADR trail on projections. Take a look at that.

Are we able to bring our own PC
to studio?
Yes. Absolutely

How incorporate parameters like heat and
temperature in 3D design
(Yes! we’ll be adding some - check out GECO or
Ladybug for Grasshopper)
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Can you provide a full list of software that
incoming students need to study? Would
recommend focusing on
concepts/techniques that apply to multiple
softwares rather than specific software
packages

ithout?

Technical issue; Would you kindly
recommend that do we need Windows to
access GSAPP’s computer to use the
programs or Mac is fine?
(Personally - A windows computer (or a Ca
mac running Boot Camp) is really helpful tom
co
run most architectural software)
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Thinkparametric...although it‘s
not for free

Projects that give me specific tasks
to learn from, tutorials, questions
asked, etc.
LinkedIn Learning, Algorithms-Aided
Design by Fulvio Wirz
And this website by TUDelft:
http://wiki.bk.tudelft.nl/toi-pedia/Grass
hopper

YouTube comes in
conveniently
sometimes!
BlackSpectacles.com

I have always learnt softwares
from youtube tutorials, but
having used some of them in a
professional setup has really
helped.

Andrew Price’s “Blender Guru”

GSD computational design course
youtube playlist:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvxxYImPCApU
XhX3te3IK32ileXHpzKY4

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOKHwx1VCdgnx
wbjyb9Iu1g
Objects + Operations

Tutorials

Daniel Shiffman’s
youtube channel ♥ +1

Species of spaces and
other pieces

Lynda
learning

GIS stack exchange +1

Treehouse,
Codecademy,
Rhino is free for 60 or 90 days I believe. You should
Dan Schiffman be able to use all you need before fall starts
Coding Train,
Stack Overflow, I got Rhino educational edition as one lifetime 99 dollar
purchase!! Don’t know if it is the same nowadays
Medium
whoa !!! 99 $?? (edit: it is 195 now) still a great deal! Highly

📖 Helen Couclelis “People Manipulate
Objects (but Cultivate Fields)”

recommend

Black
Spectacles
Points + Lines

Google and YouTube
All autodesk
programs are free for
students!

I was a part of AIAS in undergrad (an architecture organization specifically for
students). Anything on their website would be helpful and is tailored for students!
www.aias.org ………………… Also Polygon Runway on Youtube for Blender
(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGSJevmBuDyxjLLOBNaYMGA)

